[Clinical application of a modified pronuclear stage scoring system following conventional in-vitro fertilization].
To assess the clinical value of pronuclear stage scoring system in human conventional in vitro fertilization-embryo transfer (IVF-ET) program. A modified pronuclear scoring system was used to score zygotes 16 - 18 hours after insemination during conventional IVF. A total of 178 IVF cycles were recruited in this study. Cycles with mean pronuclear score (sum of pronuclear scores of all transferred embryos divided by total number of transferred embryos) > or = 13 had significant high pregnancy and implantation rate, as compared to those with less than 13 (49.1% and 26.5% Vs 29.4% and 15.0% respectively). Although the pregnancy, implantation rate and multiple pregnancy rate tend to increase with the increasing number of zygotes with full pronuclear score (= 15) among transferred embryos, no significant difference could be found (P > 0.05). When all embryos were analyzed, 77.2% zygotes with pronuclear score > or = 11 could be transferred or cryopreserved, while those with pronuclear score less than 11 decreased to 46.1%. Pronuclear stage scoring system provides additional parameter for embryo selection. However, pronuclear morphology could only partly represent embryonic viability. Combination with the scoring of both pronuclear stage and cleavage stage embryos for selecting transferred embryos is indispensable.